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About Panacea 
Panacea delivers innovative auditing, 
compliance, chargemaster, strategic 
pricing, and revenue integrity consulting 
and software solutions as a single-vendor 
solution to help clients proactively identify 
risks and opportunities and overcome today’s 
challenges, providing the clear answers 
needed to swiftly and cost-effectively achieve 
quality results.
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In the complex landscape of healthcare reimbursement, having access to accurate and 
consistent reimbursement data across peer hospitals is crucial for negotiating favorable payer 
contracts. However, the abundance of data from various sources and the lack of standardization 
often present significant challenges for healthcare organizations. That's where RateAnalyzerTM 
comes in.

RateAnalyzerTM offers a comprehensive and efficient approach to utilizing CMS price 
transparency data from machine-readable files. By leveraging accurate and reliable 
reimbursement insights, healthcare organizations can negotiate payer contracts with 
confidence, enhance financial performance, ensure regulatory compliance, and streamline data 
management processes. With RateAnalyzerTM, organizations gain a competitive edge in the 
complex world of healthcare reimbursement.

It is a powerful solution utilizing standardized and normalized price transparency data from 
machine-readable files, it offers hospitals a competitive edge in payer negotiations. By 
leveraging data and advanced analytics, RateAnalyzerTM enables informed decisions, enhances 
negotiation strategies, and helps secure favorable payer contracts.

RateAnalyzerTM allows your team to:

• Develop your data-backed negotiation strategy. Build unlimited peer groups to find areas of
opportunity for increased reimbursement to level the playing field against payers.

• Facilitate meaning comparative charges. Robust modeling gives organizations instant
access and comprehensive view into the reimbursement landscape.

• Review Executive Level Reports by payer, product, service line, with the ability to
drill-down to the CPT or DRG level to make apples-to-apples comparisons.

Access to RateAnalyzerTM is easy. Choose from two options:

We ensure close collaboration with your staff throughout the process to help you achieve your 
goals successfully.

Experience the power of standardized and normalized CMS price transparency data for 
negotiating payer contracts. Our advanced solution enhances your financial performance, 
improves negotiation outcomes, and reduces risk.

For more information or to request a demo, please contact us at: (866)-926-5933. 
Visit our website at Panaceainc.com/rateanalyzer

RateAnalyzer™
Unlock Reimbursement Intelligence to Negotiate Favorable Payer Contracts

• Data as a Service -  Panacea consultants collaborate with you to deliver executive-level
reports with actionable insights or

• Software as a Service - Access the tool to allow your team to run unlimited models and
reports
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